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Abstract 
The social, political and cultural changes that took place in the society following Kazakhstan’s gaining independence have 
been generously inspiring the Kazakh poetry. The innovative ideas born in the period known as the Years of Independence
became another phase of spiritual renaissance, bringing in fresh viewpoints in the creativity and arts to the Kazakh literature. 
All of the global changes and social antagonisms, such as political and socio-philosophical, mental and psychological 
problems have been being reflected in various forms in the Kazakh poetry since 1991.This article primarily focuses on: 
comprehensive research into the art forms and scenic-poetical-textual aspects of the Kazakh poetry of the independence years; 
consideration of poetical aspects of the poetical works written during the independence years and determination of the place 
of some poets’ oeuvres in the history of the Kazakh literature; evaluation of novelty in the traditional poetry of the 
independence years in terms of their artistic values and analysis of creative aspects of the poets’ lyrical works through 
identification of their individual artistic devices. 
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1. Introduction 
We note an intimate relationship of thought and pattern in the artistic expression of the portrayer through his 
world outlook. Hence, the elements of speech appear to play an important role in revealing its beauty. It is true 
that the artistry works as the forming ornament on the canvas of the speech. Apart from linguistic devices, a 
poem must also have a winning composition, various genre phenomena and poetical melody if it is to sharpen 
and boost the pictorial, meaningful and imaginative patterns contained. A poem’s colors, imagery and artistic 
value can be enhanced through complementarities of a number of such stylistic harmonies. 
Every depictive word reveals the artwork’s content, its profound meaning and understanding through 
decoration by expression, and the winning thoughts and breathing turns. The central point of consideration in 
poetical science is this very issue of artistry. Every frame, every line in a verse must be adorned by beautifying 
elements and give artistic meaning and handsome image. 
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In unveiling the content and nature of a writing, it is measured by such features as the perceivability of its 
idea, and dramatic power. Sometimes, when some words or expressions bear odd meaning or can be equivocal, it 
requires some effort to understand their intended purport and hidden meaning. 
Poetical works compare anything with phenomena and concrete things that are easily perceivable and familiar 
to people’s understanding. This is why allegories, comparative images and artistic devices greatly contribute to 
the demonstration of our national life’s realities. 
Since the poetical language, general speech pattern enable to appreciate specific nation’s way of life, 
manners, national distinctions and the whole ideology, all of these can only be reflected through the language, 
through the words. The specifics of usage of some words can show clearly the attributes of specific nation. 
2. Manifestation of poetical texts in national poetry. 
The usage of artistic devices and imagery means in the modern Kazakh poetry is notable for having certain 
common features, including: maximal complexity, multifacetedness attributed to the intellectual poetry, and that 
artistic devices intermix and serve one ultimate purpose. 
Artistic idioms and poetical language are very complex phenomena. They have their own laws of usage, their 
own system, and above of that they are full of aspects and secrets not everyone can be aware of. 
There are plenty of writing poets who have been bred by the ancient traditions of our national poetry. Apart 
from the prominent senior generation poets and writers who have already received recognition from the reader of 
the Kazakh literature, we have enough of young talents who have made their own original way into the literature, 
taking their rise from the Kazakh poetical traditions and already outstanding for their unique idioms. With the 
sovereignty and recovery of our country, we have also obtained freedom of speech. A new generation of gifted 
representatives of the Kazakh poetry emerged, like Maraltai Raiymbekuly, Almas Temirbai, Baqytzhan Aldiyar, 
Almat Issadil, Aqberghen Yelghezek, Tanakoz Tolqynqyzy, N. Berdaly who followed in the steps of the previous 
generation – N. Orazalin, E. Raushanov, U. Yesdauletov, B. Zhaqyp and others. 
The country’s gaining independence, achievement of the ancestors’ behest, hardships of the future Kazakhs 
were the main topics of the poetry during the independence years. As said by M. Auezov: “The literature needs 
the youth who bring suave temper, bring big culture, class, whose world is bright and so shining” (Auezov, 
2011), poetry of the young generation has brought a suave temper to the literature. Today young poets avoid 
“traditional” or “standard” way of depiction; one cannot understand the purport by just quickly reading the poet, 
it requires you to slow down and read more attentively. Why? Many reasons. One of them being the vast variety 
of phenomena in the new way of life. So, let us try to find answers to such questions as: What kind of youth orbit 
the literature today? What makes them think and worry about? How are the Zeitgeist and the pace of life reflected 
in their works? 
Among those joining the poetical community in the mid-90s, Maraltai Raiymbekuly is named more 
frequently. As in the saying “Poetry is a poet’s diary of mood,” when reading the poet’s verses written with his 
lyricism and criticism, one feels as if someone has whispered your own aspirations and vision right into the 
poet’s ear. Another thing that distinguishes poets is the breadth of scope of their writings’ topic, the depth of their 
thinking, and the immensity of what they want to share. 
The poet lays bare the hardships the society and people faced during the beginning years of the independence 
and tells the tumultuous horrors of those transitional times from the bright future. 
“Calm down you, my unruly youth, 
I have my dignity in truth! 
My dream, my hope blue banner was, 
The evil shouldn’t put its laws! 
Oh, Allah! Now that we are free, 
So proud is our pace, you see.  
“Alash” is on the gates, we win,  
Young life, new era now begin” (Raiymbekuly, 2008)  
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Presently, the search of a topic in a man rather than a man in a topic has blown new blood into the poetry and 
brought about artistic discoveries. 
3. Poetical concepts of “Dolor – Solitude.” 
A special interest topic of the young generation’s poetry is Dolor. “A worthy thing is born of dolor only,” 
says Q. Myrzaliyev. Dolor is not sorrow or disaster, dolor is a feeling that makes you muse and bring to life a 
verse that shivers your mind. “The new poetry’s nature is dolor. It is a beautiful guide that takes you to the new 
poetry’s horizon. If dolor is not there prior to the birth of a verse, such poem is similar to a still-born child. In 
other words, one cannot feel its poetic atmosphere. Because dolor is the fountain of the agape. And, the true 
poetry must be a doleful joyance on a universal scale!” said a young poet Aqberghen Yelghezek in his interview 
on the topics of the youth’s poetry (Yelghezek, 2005). The Kazakhi dolor, the age’s dolor, the people’s dolor are 
among central motives of the youth’s poetry. The pro-Turkic motives, the harmony in the poets’ writings, the 
fieriness and delicacy abundant in Maghzhan’s poetry – all of these rendered their influence on the youth’s 
poetry. 
“You were a sparkling star, 
But left me with disdain, 
And on the face of moon I noticed a stain. 
My night so dark fell down on me in tears, 
Embracing Qaragul, and trembling from the pain” (Raiymbekuly, 2008) 
Here, a fine and beautiful natural phenomenon – the star turns into a reflection of a man’s inner world. The poet 
equalizes his beloved to the star and expresses his dolor caused by the goodbye of the loved one through the 
artistic image of “a stain on the moon’s face.”  
“You disappeared in a twinkling of an eye, 
With that, the usual world waved me goodbye... 
The angels are excited, making merry, 
With Moon atop the Alatau so high (Raiymbekuly, 2008). 
The angels setting the moon on the top of the Alatau mountains appear to be a new image born from the creative 
pursuit in the modern Kazakh poetry.  
We have seen for ourselves when analyzing the topical aspects of the youth’s poetry that the solitude is one of 
the most enduring topics, as we see in Abai’s grieving verses: “I am left alone, it’s true, like a baqsy’s tomb 
taboo” (Qunanbaiuly, 1954). In their attempt to uncover the truth of life, to penetrate deeply into the antagonisms 
in the society, to show the relationships of the man and the society as realistically as possible, all poets and 
writers have one common question: what for do a man live? In the lyrical and literary characters searching for the 
answer to this eternal question by measuring against their reality and by expressing themselves through their 
actions and environment, one can observe particularities of their mental and aesthetical fathom. A man can find 
himself when he is left alone only. 
“You’re empty hearted,” weeps the Sun to me, 
“You’re shallow hearted,” smiles the Night to me.. 
What if a stone was added, or it seems to me, 
When Allah was creating Man from clay?.. (Temirbai, 2008). 
This is the question of a society that is loosing mercy and benevolence. Seeing the life at a different angle and 
perceiving it the other way are the poetic pre-condition, the key to everything that is called art. Finding 
something so doleful in a motionless stone must be an expression of a truly rueful feeling. It is expressed through 
the images of the nature’s dolor for the mankind’s “empty-heartedness and shallow-heartedness” – the weeping 
Sun and the smiling Night. “The earless world is likely not to follow me, The life, the fate, all’s stone at heart, 
you see...” And the stone-hearted life ultimately leads to the solitude of a human being: 
“When will ever my flush come?! 
To the endless boring night I shall succumb. 
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When I am lying in my bed to have some rest, 
My solitude is next to me to dent its thumb,” (Temirbai, 2008) – 
says the poet Almas failing to find someone who would understand him in this world and whose solitude dents its 
thumb firmly against his chest. In his poem “To my friend who blamed me for being alone” he defends his “Self” 
and expresses his opinion by saying: “Loneliness is my only heaven-born friend, there is no better friend for me 
in this life.” “Well, solitude turns out to be my only fere, So from condemning it I beg you to forbear.” Thus, the 
poet comes down on the side of solitude. 
4. Tradition and innovation in the modern Kazakh poetry. 
Apart from those poets mentioned above, Baqytzhan Aldiyar and Dauren Berikqazhyuly can be named among 
those whom one can refer to in the Kazakh poetry as promising poets with their own poetical styles and idioms. 
While Baqytzhan has won the readers’ hearts with his romantic and delicate lyrics, Dauren has been writing his 
beautiful things by finely fusing the European poetical style with the original Kazakhi patterns. One can notice 
that time has come right for the poets who emerged to the world of poetry when it became possible to think freely 
and embrace the poetical space with their talent. Baqytzhan Aldiyar: 
Most of the old things will be soon forgotten, 
However, it is clear to some keen sights: 
On earth, the living people’s endless fights, 
Beneath the earth – the dead men’s groaning cries. (Aldiyar, 2012) 
“Just listen, how much of a sorrow, how much of a dudgeon?! That who has been seeing the blood-thirsty greed 
day after day and his soul quails at the thought of it, and who has learnt more than enough about the life’s rotten 
side and his spirit is low and disgusted, can only speak in such a manner. So why shall one expect the poet to 
speak otherwise, if he has conceived with his whole heart the “groaning dead” who are so unhappy to see the 
“hurly-burly living people” lingering in this miserable world?” – asks T. Medetbek in his article entitled “The 
dwellers of the Golden Bridge” (Medetbek, 2008). As to Dauren Berikqazhyuly, he says as follows: 
“Oh, tempestuous Ebi Wind, 
Blow with vengeance, double speed! 
I’m at odds with feeble crowd, 
So I have become your twin…(Berikqazhyuly, 2008). 
At the time, we have been racing each other in writing about the prevailing shadow tones in the poetical works of 
those years and proclaiming that there were too many of “lachrymose poems.” While in fact, the history shows us 
that a transition period at any time and in any country results from a crisis in that society. Let us say he has a 
grievance rather than a high dudgeon about his destiny, as Dauren is a poet who doesn’t fritter away. He is a 
person with a heart that gravitates towards magnitude. For a poet of such a nature, seeing the routine, the vanities 
of the world is the hardest thing ever. So he exclaims: 
 “Inasmuch as I’m alive in all your days 
It’s for nothing that you laugh at me, my Lord. 
On a sad day all of poets, set ablaze, 
Will be laid away without a single mold!” (Berikqazhyuly, 2008) 
What an allegory! But in fact, look at all of the poets witnessing the miseries and hardships the people have gone 
or go through day after day – don’t they die or get buried without grave every day? 
As T. Medetbek said in his article entitled “Of modern youth poetry”: “One more thing I understood when 
reading Dauren’s verses is, he treats the poetry not only as a means to dispel the gloom, share secrets, and cure 
the soul, but also as ammunition that can be hung all around his body to show a menacing look when needed.” 
(Medetbek 2008:50). 
The poets reflect in their works those hardships the man and society faced during the first few years of the 
independence and discover various social problems faced by the younger generation today. We know that the 
toughest challenge for the literature of the independence years has begun with the dilemma of whether the society 
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needed the literature at all or not. When bodily needs in a society come to the forefront, no surprise that 
intellectual values step back. The social psychology prevailing in a community affects the creative minds. 
At the same time, we know that the development of the literature was also affected by the external and 
internal factors. In this respect, the social environment plays an important role. For external factors, we can name 
sovereignty and independence our ancestors have craved for, while internal factors include deadlock in the socio-
political situation and decline in the social standing of people including creative persons, which appear to be 
internal contrarieties of the independence. The authors have absorbed the external factors and brought to life new 
creations by transforming them internally. This must be the reason why mournful air, mood of difficulty, 
depression and irritation are common for those years’ poetry.  
In these verses, the poets tell us about the social situation, the nation’s fate, the people’s plight after proclamation 
of independence in our country. In these poems, the poets’ civil personalities and standing can be observed.  
It appears that the similarity of these poems is not only in their titles but in the social aspects of the people’s life 
as well.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 The poetry of the years of independence felt with the epoch’s economic, political and spiritual crises and, as a 
result of a comparatively easy overcoming of the 1990s crisis, it has become a precondition for the formation of a 
new national community, of which the Poet was the pioneer. He is the one who has admitted his duty, spiritual 
liability, as in “When Allah was creating me, He wrote a verse on forehead my,” without even knowing whether 
it’s good or bad on him. No doubt, a poet with the verse printed on his forehead has a lot to see in this life, both 
good and bad. At any time in any epoch, the poetry was, is and will be the refined annals, vivid picture and 
opalescent melody of the roaring, faint, courageous, suppressed, again inspired, and mission pursuing moments 
of the human mood. 
“Letting from the eyes no tears, 
Letting no one to enslave us, 
Licked the wounds on our souls, 
As if we were native wolves.” (B. Aldiyar, 2012). 
Various social, economic and other relationships are known to take place in any society and therefore the 
“language” is used as the principal means of communication and expression of ideas and thoughts. Epoch, 
forming the time space of the society’s life, expresses itself through the thoughts of the bearers of such language. 
Hence, the young poets who are regarded as those bearers of language, are capable of expressing their epoch’s 
realities through the prism of the socially processed linguistic tools and concepts. 
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